Government of India  
Ministry of Rural Development  
Rural Division  

Dated: 2nd March 2020

Notification No.: 06/2020  

Subject: Change in the data of PIA in PRN Application of DDU-GKY  

This is with reference to the request received from PIAs regarding making changes in the PRN data available on the DDU-GKY website.  

Placed below are the changes carried out of the following Organizations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the PIA &amp; PRN</th>
<th>Existing Registered Details</th>
<th>Updated Registered Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.     | CHENDAMARAI RAMANUJAM EDUCATIONAL SERVICE TRUST (TN2019RT34004) | AUTHORIZED PERSON DETAILS:  
NAME: VENKATESAN S  
S/O, D/O, W/O: S.M. SUBRAMANIAN  
AGE: 39  
DESIGNATION: PRINCIPAL  
OCCUPATION: PROFESSOR  
ADDRESS: NO.42E, SANTHIUR, MALLUR, SALEM 636203, TAMIL NADU  
EMAIL: VENKATESHS.ER@GMAIL.COM | AUTHORIZED PERSON DETAILS:  
NAME: C SUBRAMANIAN  
S/O, D/O, W/O: CINNUGOUNDER  
AGE: 61  
DESIGNATION: DIRECTOR  
OCCUPATION: SERVICE  
ADDRESS: PLOT NO. 6, VENKATESHWARA NAGAR, OPP. DSP BANGALOW, MATHIGIRI ROAD, KRISHNAGIRI, TAMIL NADU  
EMAIL: JIT.CASHIER@GMAIL.COM |
| 2.     | ECENTRIC SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED (AP2017CR16003) | CONTACT DETAILS:  
LANDLINE NO.- 01143332312  
DIRECTOR DETAILS:  
EMAIL: SKILL.DEV@ECENTRICCHR.COM | CONTACT DETAILS:  
LANDLINE NO.- 011-45700281  
DIRECTOR DETAILS:  
EMAIL: SKILL.DEV@ECENTRICCHR.COM |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the PIA &amp; PRN</th>
<th>Existing Registered Details</th>
<th>Updated Registered Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3.     | NATIONAL POWER TRAINING INSTITUTE (HR2018GO23773) | ORGANIZATION DETAIL:  
WEBSITE: WWW.NPTIDURGAPUR.COM  
ADDRESS: CITY CENTRE, DURGAPUR, WEST BENGAL  
OFFICE PHONE: 03432546237  
FAX: 03432545888  
EMAIL: DDUGKY.NPTIER@GMAIL.COM  
TAN: CALN03325A | ORGANIZATION DETAIL:  
WEBSITE: WWW.NPTI.GOV.IN  
ADDRESS: NPTI COMPLEX, SECTOR-33, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121003  
OFFICE PHONE: 0129-2274916  
FAX: 0129-2277412  
EMAIL: RAHUL.NPTI@GOV.IN  
TAN: RTKN00938A |
| 4.     | DYAN DEEP JANKLAYAN FOUNDATION (MH2016RF10670) | CONTACT DETAIL:  
EMAIL: VIJAYA110@HOTMAIL.COM | CONTACT DETAIL:  
EMAIL: DYANDEEPJF@GMAIL.COM |

(Bhim Prakash)

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India